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Message IntegrityMessage Integrity

Goal:      integrity,    no confidentiality.g y y

There are Scenarios where integrity is important and 
fid ti lit i t i dconfidentiality is not required

Examples:
Protecting public binaries on disk

To prevent malicious manipulationTo prevent malicious manipulation   

Protecting banner ads on web pages.
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Message integrity: MACsMessage integrity:   MACs
k k

message m tag

Alice Bob

message  m tag

MAC i h i f i

Generate tag:
tag ← S(k, m)

Verify tag:
V(k, m, tag)  = `yes’

?

MAC is short information 
Provide integrity and authenticity assurances on the message. 
Integrit ass rances detects accidental and intentional messageIntegrity assurances detects accidental and intentional message 

changes
Authenticity assurances affirms the message's origin

Def:    MAC I = (S,V)  defined over  (K,M,T) is a pair of algs:
S(k,m) outputs t in T
V(k,m,t) outputs `yes’ or `no’
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MAC
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Integrity requires a secret key ?teg ty equ es a sec et ey ?

Alice Bob

message  m tag

Generate tag:
tag ← CRC(m)

Verify tag:
V(m, tag)  = `yes’

?

Attacker can easily modify message m and re-compute 

g ( ) ( , g) y

CRC.

CRC designed to detect random, not malicious errors.
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Secure MACs
MAC:   

Signing Alg.   S(k,m) t and g g g ( , )
Verification alg.   V(k,m,t) 0,1

Att k ’ h tt kAttacker’s power:    chosen message attack
for m1,m2,…,mq attacker is given   ti ← S(k,mi)

Attacker’s goal:   existential forgery
produce some new valid message/tag pair  (m,t).

( t) ∉ { ( t ) ( t ) }(m,t)  ∉ { (m1,t1) , … , (mq,tq) }

attacker cannot produce a valid tag for a new message
given  (m,t)   attacker cannot even produce (m,t’)  for   t’ ≠ t 
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Lets Make Secure MACsLets Make Secure MACs
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A bad exampleA bad example

10Suppose   F: K × X  Y is a secure PRF with Y = {0,1}10

Is the derived MAC I a secure MAC system?Is the derived MAC   IF a secure MAC system?
Yes, the MAC is secure because the PRF is secure 
No tags are too short: anyone can guess the tag for any msgNo tags are too short:  anyone can guess the tag for any msg
It depends on the function   F
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Securityy

Th If F K X Y i PRF d 1/|Y| i li iblThm: If F: K×X Y  is a secure PRF  and  1/|Y| is negligible   
(i.e.  |Y| is large) then  IF is a secure MAC.

⇒ IF is secure as long as  |Y|  is large, say  |Y| = 280 .
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ExamplesExamples
AES (a secure PRF): a MAC for 16-byte messagesAES (a secure PRF):   a MAC for 16 byte messages
Main question:  how to convert Small-MAC into a Big-
MAC ?MAC  ?
Two main constructions used in practice

CBC-MAC (banking – ANSI X9.9, X9.19,   FIPS 186-3)
HMAC (Internet protocols:  SSL, IPSEC, SSH, …)

Both convert a small-PRF into a big-PRF
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Truncating MACs based on PRFsu cat g Cs based o s

Easy lemma: suppose F: K × X {0,1}n is a secure PRF.Easy lemma:    suppose   F: K X  {0,1} is a secure PRF.

Then so is    Ft(k,m) = F(k,m)[1…t]      for all    1 ≤ t ≤ n

if  (S,V)  is a MAC based on a secure PRF outputting n-bit tags

the truncated MAC outputting w bits is securethe truncated MAC outputting   w   bits is secure

… as long as  1/2w is still negligible   (say  w≥64)
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CBC MAC d NMACCBC-MAC and NMAC
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MACs and PRFsMACs and PRFs

Recall: secure PRF F secure MAC as long asRecall:  secure PRF  F   secure MAC,      as long as 
|Y| is large

S(k m) = F(k m)S(k, m) =  F(k, m)

O lOur goal:   
given a PRF for short messages  (AES)
construct a PRF for long messages

From here on let   X = {0,1}n (e.g.  n=128)
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Construction 1:   encrypted CBC-MAC
raw CBC

m[0] m[1] m[3] m[4]

⊕⊕ ⊕ ⊕⊕ ⊕

F(k,⋅) F(k,⋅) F(k,⋅)F(k,⋅)

Let F: K × X X be a PRP
F(k1,⋅)

tag
Let  F: K × X X   be a PRP 
Define new PRF FECBC : K2 × X≤L X 
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Construction 2:   NMAC   (nested MAC)

cascade

m[0] m[1] m[3] m[4]

k t
F F FF> > > >k

t ll fpad
t

Let  F: K × X K   be a PRF 
F

tag

et be a
Define new PRF   FNMAC : K2 × X≤L K

>
k1

tag
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Why the last encryption step in ECBC-MAC and NMAC?

NMAC: suppose we define a MAC I = (S V) whereNMAC:    suppose we define a MAC    I   (S,V)     where

S(k,m) = cascade(k, m)

This MAC is secure 

This MAC can be forged without any chosen msg queries

This MAC can be forged with one chosen msg queryThis MAC can be forged with one chosen msg query

This MAC can be forged, but only with two msg queries
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Why the last encryption step in ECBC-MAC?
Suppose we define a MAC    IRAW =  (S,V)     where

S(k,m) = rawCBC(k,m)

Then I is easily broken using a 1 chosen msg attackThen   IRAW is easily broken using a 1-chosen msg attack.

Adversary works as follows:y
Choose an arbitrary one-block message   m∈X

Req est tag for m Get t F(k m)Request tag for m.    Get   t = F(k, m)

Output  t  as MAC forgery for the 2-block message  (m,  t⊕m)

Indeed:    rawCBC(k, (m,  t⊕m) ) = F(k, F(k,m)⊕(t⊕m) ) = 
F(k t⊕(t⊕ ) ) tF(k, t⊕(t⊕m) ) = t
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Comparisonp

ECBC MAC is commonly used as an AES based MACECBC-MAC is commonly used as an AES-based MAC
CCM encryption mode  (used in 802.11i)
NIST t d d ll d CMACNIST standard called CMAC

NMAC not usually used with AES or 3DES
Main reason:

need to change AES key on every block
requires re-computing AES key expansion

But NMAC is the basis for a popular MAC called 
HMAC (next)
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P ll l MAC (PMAC)Parallel- MAC (PMAC)
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ECBC d NMAC ti lECBC and NMAC are sequential.

Can we build a parallel MAC from a small PRF ??
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Construction 3:  PMAC – parallel MACp

P(k, i):    an easy to compute function( , ) y p

m[0] m[1] m[2] m[3]
k (k k )

⊕ ⊕⊕ ⊕P(k,0) P(k,1) P(k,2) P(k,3)

key = (k, k1)

F(k1,⋅) F(k1,⋅) F(k1,⋅)
Padding similar 
to CMAC

⊕Let  F: K × X X   be a PRF 
Define new PRF FPMAC : K2 × X≤L X 

F(k1,⋅)
tag
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PMAC is incremental
Suppose F is a PRP. m[0] m[1] m[3] m[4]

When   m[1]  m’[1]    
can we quickly update tag?

⊕ ⊕⊕ ⊕

F(k1,⋅) F(k1,⋅) F(k1,⋅)

P(k,0) P(k,1) P(k,2) P(k,3)

F(k1,⋅) tag

⊕

no, it can’t be done

do   F-1(k1,tag) F(k1, m’[1] P(k,1)) 

do   F-1(k1,tag) F(k1, m[1] P(k,1)) F(k1, m’[1] P(k,1)) 

do   tag F(k1, m[1] P(k,1)) F(k1, m’[1] P(k,1)) 

Then apply F(k1 )Then apply  F(k1, )
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Construction 4: HMAC (Hash-MAC)Construction 4:   HMAC   (Hash MAC)

M t id l d MAC th I t tMost widely used MAC on the Internet.

…  but,  we first we need to discuss hash function.
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Further readingFurther reading
J Black, P Rogaway: CBC MACs for Arbitrary-Length Messages: TheJ. Black, P. Rogaway: CBC MACs for Arbitrary Length Messages: The 
Three-Key Constructions. J. Cryptology 18(2): 111-131 (2005)

K. Pietrzak: A Tight Bound for EMAC. ICALP (2) 2006: 168-179g ( )

J. Black, P. Rogaway: A Block-Cipher Mode of Operation for 
Parallelizable Message Authentication. EUROCRYPT 2002: 384-397g

M. Bellare: New Proofs for NMAC and HMAC: Security Without 
Collision-Resistance. CRYPTO 2006: 602-619

Y. Dodis, K. Pietrzak, P. Puniya: A New Mode of Operation for Block 
Ciphers and Length-Preserving MACs. EUROCRYPT 2008: 198-219
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Recap: message integrityp g g y

So far, four MAC constructions:So far, four MAC constructions:

ECBC-MAC,  CMAC  :   commonly used with AES  (e.g. 802.11i)  

NMAC :   basis of HMAC  (this segment)

PMAC:   a parallel MAC p

This module:   MACs from collision resistance.
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Collision Resistance

Let  H: M →T  be a hash function (  |M| >> |T|  )et : → be a as u ct o ( | | | | )

A collision for H is a pair  m0 , m1 ∈ M  such that:
H(m0)  =  H(m1)    and    m0 ≠ m1

A function H is collision resistant if for all (explicit) “eff” algs. A:
AdvCR[A,H]  =  Pr[ A outputs collision for H]

is “neg”.

Example: SHA 256 (outputs 256 bits)Example:   SHA-256  (outputs 256 bits)
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MACs from Collision Resistance
Let I = (S,V)  be a MAC for short messages over (K,M,T)     (e.g. 
AES)AES)
Let  H: Mbig → M 

Def:    Ibig = (Sbig , Vbig )    over   (K, Mbig, T)   as:

Sbig(k m) S(k H(m)) ; Vbig(k m t) V(k H(m) t)Sbig(k,m) = S(k,H(m))    ;     Vbig(k,m,t) = V(k,H(m),t)

Thm: If I is a secure MAC and H is collision resistant then IbigThm:   If  I  is a secure MAC and  H  is collision resistant then I
is a secure MAC.

Example: S(k,m) = AES2-block-cbc(k, SHA-256(m)) is a secure MAC.
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MACs from Collision ResistanceMACs from Collision Resistance

Sbig(k, m) = S(k, H(m))    ;     Vbig(k, m, t) = V(k, H(m), t)

Collision resistance is necessary for security:

( , ) ( , ( )) ; ( , , ) ( , ( ), )

Suppose adversary can find  m0 ≠ m1 s.t. H(m0) = 
H(m )H(m1).

Then:   Sbig is insecure under a 1-chosen msg attackg

step 1:  adversary asks for  t S(k, m0)
t 2 t t ( t) fstep 2:   output   (m1 , t)   as forgery
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Protecting file integrity using C.R. hash

read-only
bli

Software packages:

FF FF FF
package name

public 
space

H(F )
package name package name

F1F1 F2F2 FnFn H(F1)
H(F2)

H(Fn)

When user downloads package, can verify that contents are valid

( n)

H collision resistant   
attacker cannot modify package without detection

no key needed (public verifiability),   but requires read-only space
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Generic Birthday Attack
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Generic attack on C.R. functions

Let H: M → {0 1}n be a hash function ( |M| >> 2n  )Let  H: M → {0,1} be a hash function ( |M| >> 2 )

Generic alg. to find a collision in time   O(2n/2)   hashes

Algorithm:
Ch 2n/2 d i M (di i1. Choose 2n/2  random messages in M:     m1, …, m2n/2      (distinct 
w.h.p )

2 For i 1 2n/2 compute t H(m ) {0 1}n2. For i = 1, …,  2n/2  compute    ti = H(mi)    {0,1}n

3. Look for a collision  (ti = tj).    If not found, go back to step 1.

How well will this work?
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The birthday paradox
Let   r1, …, rn {1,…,B}   be indep. identically distributed 
integersintegers. 

Thm:   when  n= 1.2 × B1/2 then   Pr[ i≠j:   ri = rj ] ≥  ½ [ ≠j i j ] ≥

The Birthday Problem
Let there be n people in a room
For what value of n two people will share the same birthday or 
What is the probability of two people sharing the same 
birthday?birthday?

Link to hash functions
Collisions more likely for pairwise matchingCollisions more likely for pairwise matching
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Generic Attack

H: M → {0 1}n Collision finding algorithm:H: M → {0,1}n .      Collision finding algorithm:
1. Choose 2n/2  random elements in M:     m1, …, m2n/2

2 F i 1 2n/2 t t H( ) {0 1}n2. For i = 1, …,  2n/2  compute    ti = H(mi) {0,1}n

3. Look for a collision  (ti = tj).    If not found, got back 
1to step 1.

Expected number of iteration ≈   2

Running time:  O(2n/2) (space  O(2n/2) )
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Sample C.R. hash functions:

AMD Opteron,   2.2 GHz     ( Linux)

digest generic
function size (bits) Speed  (MB/sec) attack time

SHA-1 160 153 280

SHA-256 256 111 2128

N
IS

T sta SHA 256 256 111 2
SHA-512 512 99 2256

andards

Whirlpool 512 57 2256

best known collision (theoratical) finder for SHA 1 requiresbest known collision (theoratical) finder for SHA-1 requires 
251 hash evaluations. Other than that there are no known collisions  
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The Merkle-Damgard Paradigm
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Collision resistance: ReviewCollision resistance:  Review

Let H: M →T be a hash function ( |M| >> |T| )Let  H: M →T  be a hash function    ( |M| >> |T| )

A collision for H is a pair m m ∈ M such that:A collision for H is a pair  m0 , m1 ∈ M  such that:
H(m0)  =  H(m1)    and    m0 ≠ m1

Goal:   collision resistant (C.R.) hash functions

Step 1:  given C.R. function for short messages, 
construct C.R. function for long messages 
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The Merkle-Damgard iterated construction

m[0] m[1] m[2] m[3]  ll PB

IV H(m)
h h hh

IV
(fixed)

( )

H0 H1 H2 H3 H4

Given h: T × X T (compression function)Given   h: T × X T         (compression function)

we obtain    H: X≤L T .            Hi - chaining variablesi g

If no space for PB 
add another block
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MD collision resistance

Thm:   if  h is collision resistant then so is  H.
collision on H   collision on h
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Constructing Compression Function
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The Merkle-Damgard iterated construction

m[0] m[1] m[2] m[3]  ll PB

IV H(m)
h h hh

IV
(fixed)

( )

Thm:    h collision resistant   H collision resistant

Goal:   construct compression function  h: T × X T 
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Compression. func. from a block cipher
E: K× {0,1}n {0,1}n a block cipher
The Davies Meyer compression function: h(H m) = E(m H) HThe Davies-Meyer compression function:   h(H, m) = E(m, H) H

E
>

mi

E

Hi

Thm:   Suppose E is an ideal cipher (collection of |K| random perms.).
Finding a collision h(H,m)=h(H’,m’)  takes O(2n/2) evaluations of 
(E,D).

Best possible !!FAST-NUCES



HMAC in pictures

m[0] m[1] m[2]  ll PBk ipad

IV
(fixed)

>
h hh> > >h

(fixed)

tag>
k opad

h
tag

>
IV

(fixed)

h
>

Similar to the NMAC PRF.        

(fixed)

main difference:  the two keys k1, k2 are dependent
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Timing Attacks on MAC Verification
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Warning:  verification timing attacks  [L’09]

Example: Keyczar crypto library (Python) [simplified]Example: Keyczar crypto library  (Python)       [simplified]

def Verify(key, msg, sig_bytes):
return HMAC(key, msg) == sig_bytes

The problem: ‘==‘ implemented as a byte-by-byte comparison
Comparator returns false when first inequality foundComparator returns false when first inequality found
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Warning:  verification timing attacks  [L’09]

m ,  tag
ktarget 

accept or reject
msg m

Timing attack:   to compute tag for target message m do:
Step 1:   Query server with random tag
Step 2:   Loop over all possible first bytes and query server.p p p y q y

stop when verification takes a little longer than in step 1
Step 3:   repeat for all tag bytes until valid tag foundp p g y g
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Defense #1

Make string comparator always take same timeMake string comparator always take same time   
(Python) : 

return false if  sig_bytes has wrong length
result = 0        
for x, y in zip( HMAC(key,msg) , sig_bytes):

result |= ord(x) ^ ord(y)result |  ord(x)  ord(y)
return result == 0

Can be difficult to ensure due to optimizing compiler.
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Defense #2

Make string comparator always take same time (Python) :Make string comparator always take same time   (Python) : 

def Verify(key, msg, sig_bytes):
mac = HMAC(key, msg)
return HMAC(key, mac) == HMAC(key, sig_bytes)

Attacker doesn’t know values being comparedAttacker doesn t know values being compared
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LessonLesson

Don’t implement crypto yourself !
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Authenticated Encryption
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Recap:  the story so far

Confidentiality:    semantic security against a CPA attack
Encryption secure against eavesdropping only

I t itIntegrity:
Existential unforgeability under a chosen message attack
ECBC-MAC, CMAC, NMAC, PMAC,  HMAC

This module: encryption secure against tamperingThis module:   encryption secure against tampering
Ensuring both confidentiality and integrity 
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The lesson

CPA security cannot guarantee secrecy under active attacksCPA security cannot guarantee secrecy under active attacks.

Only use one of two modes:Only use one of two modes:

If message needs integrity but no confidentiality:
use a MAC

If message needs both integrity and confidentiality:If message needs both integrity and confidentiality:
use authenticated encryption modes (this module)
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Definitions
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GoalsGoals
An authenticated encryption system (E,D) is a cipher 

hwhere 

As usual:     E:  K × M × N C
but               D:  K × C × N M { }

Security:   the system must provide
sem security under a CPA attack and

ciphertext
is rejectedsem. security under a CPA attack,  and

ciphertext integrity:  
attacker cannot create new ciphertexts that decrypt

j

attacker cannot create new ciphertexts that decrypt 
properly
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Authenticated encryptionyp

Def: cipher (E D) provides authenticated encryptionDef:   cipher  (E,D)  provides authenticated encryption
(AE) if it is

(1) semantically secure under CPA and(1)   semantically secure under CPA, and
(2)   has ciphertext integrity

Bad example:    CBC with rand. IV does not provide AE

D(k, ) never outputs , hence adv. easily wins CID(k, ) never outputs  ,  hence adv. easily wins CI 
(Ciphertext Integrity) game
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So what?

Authenticated encryption:Authenticated encryption:

ensures confidentiality against an active adversary that 
can decrypt some ciphertexts

Limitations:    

does not prevent replay attacksdoes not prevent replay attacks

does not account for side channels (timing)
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Construction from Ciphers and MACs
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… but first,  some history

Authenticated Encryption (AE): introduced in 2000  [KY’00, BN’00]

Crypto APIs before then:     (e.g.   MS-CAPI)yp ( g )
Provide API for CPA-secure encryption  (e.g. CBC with rand. IV)
Provide API for MAC  (e.g. HMAC)( g )

Every project had to combine the two itself withoutEvery project had to combine the two itself without 
a well defined goal

Not all combinations provide AENot all combinations provide AE …
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Combining MAC and ENC   (CCA)
Encryption key  kE.      MAC key = kI

Option 1:   (SSL) --- mac-then-enc
E(k llt )S(k m)p ( )

msg m msg m tag

E(kE , mlltag)S(kI, m)

Option 2:   (IPsec) --- enc-then-mac

E(kE, m)

t

S(kI, c)always
correct

Option 3:   (SSH) --- enc-and-mac

msg m tag

p ( )

msg m

E(kE , m)

tag

S(kI, m)

g g
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A.E.   Theorems
Let   (E,D)   be CPA secure cipher   and   (S,V) secure MAC.    
Then:Then:

1 Encrypt then MAC: always provides A E1. Encrypt-then-MAC: always provides  A.E.

MAC h b i i CCA k2. MAC-then-encrypt: may be insecure against CCA attacks

however: when  (E,D)  is  rand-CTR mode or rand-CBC( , )
M-then-E  provides  A.E. 
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Standards  (at a high level)( g )

GCM:     CTR mode encryption  then   CW-MACyp
(accelerated via Intel’s PCLMULQDQ instruction)

CCM CBC MAC(AES) th CTR dCCM:     CBC-MAC(AES)   then   CTR mode 
encryption (AED) (802.11i)

EAX:       CTR mode encryption  then  CMAC

All support AEAD:  (auth. enc. with associated data).  All are nonce-based. 
encrypted

encrypted dataassociated data

authenticated
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Performance:
AMD Opteron,   2.2 GHz     ( Linux)

d S dcode Speed
Cipher size (MB/sec)

/ l ** /AES/GCM large** 108 AES/CTR 139

AES/CCM smaller 61 AES/CBC 109

AES/EAX smaller 61
AES/CMAC 109AES/CMAC 109

AES/OCB 129* HMAC/SHA1 147

* extrapolated from Ted Kravitz’s results        ** non-Intel machines
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Further reading
The Order of Encryption and Authentication for Protecting 
Communications H Krawczyk Crypto 2001Communications, H. Krawczyk, Crypto 2001.
Authenticated-Encryption with Associated-Data, 
P Roga a Proc of CCS 2002P. Rogaway, Proc. of CCS 2002.
Password Interception in a SSL/TLS Channel, 
B C l A Hilt S V d M V C tB. Canvel, A. Hiltgen, S. Vaudenay, M. Vuagnoux, Crypto 
2003.
Pl i t t R Att k A i t SSHPlaintext Recovery Attacks Against SSH, 
M. Albrecht, K. Paterson and G. Watson, IEEE S&P 2009
P bl f th IP it t lProblem areas for the IP security protocols,
S. Bellovin, Usenix Security 1996.
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